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General Lesson
Below we have provided educators with a general history of Remembrance Day to incorporate into their
own ceremonies and/or lessons, they may modify the history ceremony/lesson to their student’s
specific needs. For further information, please refer to the References and Resources: Educational
Resources.

Brief History of Remembrance Day in Canada
In April of 1919, there was a motion in the Canadian House of Commons to institute an annual
“Armistice Day” on the second Monday in November, the motion sat with Parliament for months.
Parliament was still deciding on a date for commemorations when King George V sent out an appeal to
mark a year from the end of hostilities at 11 am on November 11 with 2 minutes of silence. For two
years Canada also commemorated the fallen on this day. In 1921 an Act in Canada’s Parliament declared
that the Monday the week of November 11 would be “Armistice Day”; but this conflicted with
Thanksgiving and angered the veterans. In 1931, it was determined that Canada would celebrate on
November 11. There was another motion for the name to change to “Remembrance Day” to place more
focus on the soldiers that were being remembered. It now includes remembering all those who have
served and continue to serve.

Symbol – The Poppy
The poppy is an important symbol for Remembrance Day in Canada and around the world. The idea
came from the poem “In Flanders Fields” written by Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae on May 3, 1915.
His inspiration for the poem came after the passing of a close friend. The poem was first published
December of 1915 in Punch Magazine.
Sitting in the trenches, the soldiers repeatedly saw bright red spots across the battlefield; poppies had
popped up from the constant turning of the earth. Poppies can lie dormant in the soil for years, with the
constant turning of the earth, they were able to grow.

In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place: and in the sky
The larks still bravely singing fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead: Short days ago,
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved: and now we lie
In Flanders fields!
Take up our quarrel with the foe
To you, from failing hands, we throw
The torch: be yours to hold it high
If ye break faith with us who die,
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields
*There are two versions of the poem, with the only difference being the last word in the first sentence: blow. He used “blow”
and “grow” interchangeably.

Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae was a doctor from Guelph, Ontario who served in France during the
First World War. Within a couple of years, poppies had become a popular remembrance motif.
In 1921 Canada had its first “Poppy Day” and by 1922 the artificial poppies were popular in Canada. The
Royal Canadian Legion formed in 1925 and the annual poppy campaign has been a fundraiser ever since.

Activities
Getting in the Remembrance Mood
Remembrance is a very subjective emotion. Music may offer an alternative creative outlet to help
students connect to feelings of remembrance. Remembrance is often an extraordinarily strong emotion
and allowing students some time after the music videos to digest it may help with your activities. These
external links are in not affiliated with The Royal Canadian Regiment Museum. There are more musical
resources available for your ceremonies/lessons in the References and Resources: Music.
Terry Kelly - A Pittance of Time
The Trews - Highway of Heroes
Shania Twain - Soldier

Poppy in the Window
In May 2020, a movement called “Hearts in the Window” spread across the world. People hung
homemade, painted hearts on their windows as a sign of solidarity to their neighbours during the
stressful times of COVID-19. Through months of isolation, this simple message of warmth and friendship,
offered a simple message of hope, that we would get through this together.
“Poppy in the Window” mimics the “Hearts in the Window” movement. The beauty of this campaign is
that anyone can make poppies – what a great way to teach children about Remembrance while offering
a creative outlet. For a simple activity, downloading and printing poppies is another option: see
template in Index: Section 1 - e.
Suggested Supplies
• Markers/paint/crayons/pencil crayons/dye/food dye/etc. (Anything that will colour an item red
and black)
• Paper/cardboard (from deliveries, food boxes, etc.)/book pages (get permission from owner
first!)/paper towel/felt/yarn/coffee filters/paper plate (anything that can be cut or painted on to
make poppy shapes).
• Paint brushes/Styrofoam cups/thumbs/foam/old toothbrushes (anything that can help get the
colour to the canvas).
Suggested Projects
• Paper poppies (Index: Section 1 - a)
• Tissue paper/paper towel poppies (Index: Section 1 - b)
• Window covered in a variety of different poppies (Index: Section 1 - c)
• Wreaths (for doors or windows) (Index: Section 1 - d)

•

Finger painted poppies

Steps for cutting the outline for a poppy: (See Index: Section 1 - e)
1. Cut out the petals, they usually have a flatter end.
2. Cut the inside circle out. This can be round, or with frayed edges.
3. Attach the petals and circle to where the petals meet in the middle.
4. Repeat as much as necessary.
If making the poppies out of yarn, you can either glue the yarn to the page in the same shapes as above
or try knitting/crocheting poppies if you know how to.

Postcard to a Living Soldier & Postcards for Peace
Postcards and letters offer a more personal form of communication. The students may choose to send a
physical letter/postcard or send a virtual one. Index: Section 2 offers an example of what a student
could make. This example was made by The Royal Canadian Regiment Museum using Paint on a
Window’s computer and an image available at the Library and Archives Canada. See Index: Section 3 for
a step-by-step guide on how to use the pictures, and which are available for use.
There are pre-made, printable options available with Postcards for Peace.
If the student would like to send a physical letter to a current armed forces member, they must look at
these instructions provided by the Department of National Defence;
The Teacher’s Guide for Postcards for Peace offers teachers the opportunity to choose a veteran (unless
a student knows of one). When encouraging students to write to a specific veteran:
•
•
•
•
•

Describe to the students what a veteran is and where their service is/was.
Encourage the students to tell the veterans how they will remember their sacrifice (wearing a
poppy, having a moment of silence on Remembrance Day, etc.)
Tell the students that the postcards are anonymous, so they may not share personal
information.
Teachers can work with their local Legion and mail them to local veterans, or veterans across
Canada.
Students can send them to long-term care where veterans live (online search available).

The goal for this activity is to get the students thinking about the Canadian Armed Forces. To show them
that while we are remembering those soldiers who gave their lives, we are also remembering those who
are currently protecting Canada. Remembrance should not just be about the past, it is also about the
present, and our future.

Research a Soldier
This activity has two different possible outcomes: a letter to someone in the First World War, or an
analysis of a soldier.
Begin by going to the Library and Archives Canada (LAC) website, which will allow the student to
research a soldier, nursing sister, or anyone else involved in the First World War. Find out the
individual’s story by clicking their name, then the “digitized service file,”. There will be a hyperlinked file
beside this. The students can read through the file, paying particular attention to the attestation papers.
Attestation papers are the forms a person filled out when they joined the military at this time. They are
often the first couple pages in the digitized service file. See a step by step guide in Index: Section 3.
Please keep in mind these files can contain medical records and events of their service which may
include details that are uncomfortable for some people. Teachers may want to choose specific files for
their class to explore that are relevant to their discussion.

Option 1 – Letter Writing
After reading the file, write a letter to them, as though an old friend. The First World War was a
traumatic experience for many. Those at home were often advised to distract their loved ones, often
through jokes, stories, or news that might intrigue them. Write as though you are the family member or
friend who stayed home, write them a poem, draw them a picture, etc. The goal of this is not to
extensively research the person, but to understand, respect, and remember the sacrifice they made.

Option 2 - Analysis
After reading the file, write a detailed analysis of who they were and why you think they joined the war.
Questions to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What was their profession before the war?
Were they married? Kids?
What was their age/height/religion? Might these have affected their willingness to join?
Did they get wounded/die during the war? (This might be further in the file)
Did they write letters home? Did they write a memoir? (Can be found through a google search)
Does their tombstone tell their religion? (Most tombstones in France were crosses, but Jewish
soldiers had the star of David incorporated)

Research a Monument
Choose any Canadian war memorial (Vimy Ridge, St Julien, National War Memorial, etc.). Questions to
consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who built it? Where they a Canadian? Did they fight in the war?
When was it built? (This may help figure out if they fought in the war)
Where was it built?
Who is the intended audience? (Veterans, civilians, loved ones who lost someone, etc.)
What was it made from? What style was it built in?
Does the monument have religious symbols on it? How has religion been incorporated into
remembrance in Canada?

These questions should guide the reader to understand more about war memorials and why people
gather around them.
Using a compare and contrast chart explore common features and what can make a memorial unique.
Students can write a paper or excerpt on why they think this is an important monument, how it may
have shaped public perception of the war, and if they think the monument has achieved its purpose.

Compare Poetry
The poem “In Flanders Fields” is commonly associated with Remembrance Day. For history of the poem
see, General Lesson.

In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place: and in the sky
The larks still bravely singing fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead: Short days ago,
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved: and now we lie
In Flanders fields!
Take up our quarrel with the foe

To you, from failing hands, we throw
The torch: be yours to hold it high
If ye break faith with us who die,
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields
Ask the students to investigate other poems of remembrance, this could be from the First World War,
Second World War, or any other conflict Canada has been involved in. The poems should focus on
Remembrance.
As a reminder, these poems were written by individuals who saw carnage and death. These are topics
that are discussed in some of the poems. If you have concerns, please choose the specific poems you
want your students to discuss.
Some examples are:
First World War:
The Soldier
Rupert Brooke
If I should die, think only this of me:
That there's some corner of a foreign field
That is forever England. There shall be
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed;
A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,
Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam,
A body of England's, breathing English air,
Washed by the rivers, blest by the suns of home.
And think, this heart, all evil shed away,
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given;
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day;
And laughter, learnt of friends; and gentleness,
In hearts at peace, under an English heaven.
Dulce et Decorum Est
Wilfred Owen
Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,
Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs

And towards our distant rest began to trudge.
Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots
Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind.
Gas! Gas! Quick, boys!—An ecstasy of fumbling,
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time;
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime...
Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light,
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.
In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.
If in some smothering dreams you too could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,—
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori.
Second World War:
High Flight
John Gillespie Magee
Oh! I have slipped the surly bonds of Earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings;
Sunward I’ve climbed, and joined the tumbling mirth
Of sun-split clouds, – and done a hundred things
You have not dreamed of – wheeled and soared and swung
High in the sunlit silence. Hov’ring there,
I’ve chased the shouting wind along, and flung

My eager craft through footless halls of air…
Up, up the long, delirious burning blue
I’ve topped the wind-swept heights with easy grace
Where never lark, or ever eagle flew –
And, while with silent, lifting mind I’ve trod
The high untrespassed sanctity of space,
Put out my hand, and touched the face of God.
The Butterfly
Pavel Friedmann
The last, the very last,
So richly, brightly, dazzlingly yellow.
Perhaps if the sun’s tears would sing
against a white stone…
Such, such a yellow
Is carried lightly ’way up high.
It went away I’m sure because it wished
to kiss the world goodbye.
For seven weeks I’ve lived in here,
Penned up inside this ghetto
But I have found my people here.
The dandelions call to me
And the white chestnut candles in the court.
Only I never saw another butterfly.
That butterfly was the last one.
Butterflies don’t live in here,
In the ghetto.
These are just a few of the poems that the internet has available. You can choose to search for just
Canadian poetry or diversify your findings. See Index: Section 4 for more examples.
Questions the students should consider while reading:
• Who wrote it? Were they a Canadian? Did they fight in the war?
• When was it written? (This may help figure out if they fought in the war)
• Who is the intended audience? (Veterans, civilians, loved ones who lost someone, etc.)
• What style was it written in?

•
•
•
•
•
•

What effect does it have (or should it have) on the reader? Does it achieve the intended effect?
Are there common themes (death, flowers, symbolism, etc.)?
How do the authors portray remembrance?
Does it tell a story?
How has remembrance changed over the years?
Are there religious undertones? How may the author’s religion have shaped the poem?

Option 1 – Write Your Own
After reading some or all of the poems, ask the students to create their own poem based off the ones
they read.

Option 2 – Analyse the Poem
Ask the students to write a detailed analysis of one (or more) poem. Ask them to try and answer all of
the questions listed above, and whether this poem may have had an effect on how people remember.
(E.g. Flanders Fields sparked the Poppy Campaign that has been running for 100 years)

Curriculum Connections
Connections to the Ontario Curriculum for Remembrance Day activities; taken directly from the Ontario
Curriculum, with some examples removed or shortened.
Grade 9
• English: Analysing Texts 1.7 analyse both simple and complex oral texts, focusing on the ways in
which they communicate information, ideas, issues, and themes and influence the
listener’s/viewer’s response (e.g., analyse how the meaning of the poem is reinforced through
the use of choral reading elements); Identifying Topic, Purpose, and Audience 1.1 identify the
topic, purpose, and audience for several different types of writing tasks.
Grade 10
• Drama: B2.3 describe ways in which different types of dramatic exploration and drama
presentations contribute to the school and broader community (e.g., list school productions,
community theatre, professional theatre, street theatre, children’s theatre, or school-spirit
assemblies they have attended, and describe how they and the audience benefited from the
experience).
o Teacher prompts: “What is the purpose of a Remembrance Day assembly?” “What are
the benefits of coming together as a school to celebrate or commemorate important
events?”
• Civics and Citizenship: C2.2 describe ways in which some events, issues, people, and/or symbols
are commemorated or recognized in Canada (e.g., by war memorials and Remembrance Day
services), and analyse the significance of this recognition.
• Canadian History Since World War I (Academic & Applied): B2.1 (both) identify (& explain –
Academic) some of the causes of World War I, Canada’s participation in the war (Academic), and
explain (& analyze – Academic) some of the consequences of Canada’s military participation in
the war (e.g., the military consequences and human costs of battles such as Ypres and Vimy
Ridge; issues facing veterans; Remembrance Day); B3.2 (Academic) describe some significant
changes in the arts and popular culture in Canada during this period (e.g., changes in Canadian
art; the introduction of the poppy as a symbol of war and remembrance; prohibition), and
explain the contributions of some individuals and/or events to these changes; B3.3 (both)
explain the significance for identities, citizenship, and/or heritage of some key international
events and/or developments in which Canada participated in this period (e.g., the battle of Vimy
Ridge).
o Sample questions: “Why did the poppy come to be associated with Canadians in World
War I and then adopted as an international symbol of remembrance?”
• (continued) E3.4 (applied) describe some of the ways in which Canada and people in Canada
have, since 1982, acknowledged the consequences of and/or commemorated past events, with
a focus on human tragedies and human rights violations that occurred in Canada or elsewhere in
the world (e.g., memorial days such as Remembrance Day) and explain the significance of these
acknowledgments/commemorations for identities and/or heritage in Canada.

Grade 11
• World Religion and Belief Traditions in Daily Life: B1.2 evaluate the importance of celebrations
and commemorations in human experience (e.g., anniversaries, birthdays, historical markers);
F1.1 describe ways in which common celebrations and commemorations associated with various
religions and/or belief traditions are linked to concepts of time; F2.3 identify the relationship
between place and common celebrations and commemorations (e.g., cenotaphs on
Remembrance Day).
• World Religions and Belief Traditions: Perspectives, Issues, and Challenges: C1.3 explain the
ways in which community needs (e.g., for commemoration) can be met through religions and
belief traditions.
• Visual Arts: B1.3 explain, with reference to particular works, both historical and contemporary,
how knowledge of an art work’s cultural and historical context, achieved through research, has
clarified and enriched their understanding of the work’s intent and meaning.
• English: Variety of Texts 1.1 read a variety of student- and teacher-selected texts from diverse
cultures and historical periods, identifying specific purposes for reading. Teacher prompt: “What
recurring themes emerge in your study of World War I poets from various nations?”; Analysing
Texts 1.6 analyse texts in terms of the information, ideas, issues, or themes they explore,
examining how various aspects of the texts contribute to the presentation or development of
these elements (e.g., explain how the theme of a poem is reinforced through repetition, diction,
and choice of images); Identifying Topic, Purpose, and Audience 1.1 identify the topic, purpose,
and audience for a variety of writing tasks (e.g., an expository essay comparing the themes of
two short stories or poems).

Grade 12
• World Cultures: B1.1 demonstrate an understanding of the elements of culture (e.g., language,
symbols, arts, literature, values, beliefs, traditions, ethnic origin, religion, social hierarchies,
kinship relations) associated with various definitions of the term; B2.2 analyse how culture is
acquired and maintained within a group (e.g., through oral/written traditions, social and
religious organizations and institutions, language, symbols, customs and mores, art, philosophy).
• Visual Arts (Applied and Academic): B1.3 interpret the meanings of art works, including applied
and commercial art works, from different historical periods.
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Index
Section 1
a) Painted Poppies
White cardstock, red paint, black paint.
Large brush strokes and a dot in the center,
add little amounts of black to change the
darkness of the red.

b) Painted Tissue Paper/Paper Towel Poppy
Cut large rectangular squares then glue them together at the bottom. Then glue the black square into
the middle of the four pieces.

c) Poppies in the Window
Make as many poppies as you can, then tape them all over a window.

d) Poppy Wreaths
These wreaths are student examples from previous years.

e) Poppy Stencil
Both images have been created by the Royal Canadian Regiment Museum and are free for use.

Section 2
Image found: https://www.baclac.gc.ca/eng/CollectionSearch/Pages/record.aspx?app=FonAndCol&IdNumber=4949094

Section 3
Copyright and the Library and Archives of Canada

Step 1: Go to https://www.baclac.gc.ca/eng/collectionsearch
/Pages/collectionsearch.aspx
(may have to copy and paste the link instead of CTRL +
Click)

Step 2: Type in a keyword that relates to remembrance.
(E.g. Soldier remember, remembrance, war, peace,
hope, poppy, etc.)

Step 3: Click the search button (
enter/return on your keyboard.

), or press

Step 4: Click “Images” on the top bar below the search term.

Step 5: Choose any image that may
look like a good postcard.
Remember that this may be sent to a
soldier, so be conscious of the photo
you choose.

Step 6: Click “Link to record”

Step 6: Scroll down to “Ordering
and Viewing Options”

Step 7: Look under the heading: “Terms of Use”. We are looking for “Credit”, “Restrictions on use” and
“copyright”.
The “Credit” line means that when you use the photo, you need to put this information somewhere on it
(print it on the back, or on the front in small letters that contrast the background).
The “Restrictions of use” line is whether or not the item may be used for commercial, educational, free,
or no use. When “Nil” is there, that means the item may be used in any ways (always credit the owner(s)
as provided by the Library and Archives of Canada).
The “Copyright” line is often connected to the restrictions of use, when it says “Expired” that means the
item is free to use.

Searching the Personnel Records of the
First World War Database
Step 1: Go to https://www.baclac.gc.ca/eng/discover/militaryheritage/first-world-war/personnelrecords/Pages/search.aspx

Step 2: Type in any name, (John, Jack, Joe,
Simon, Nelson, Alexander, Andrew, Hank; or
for women, Jane, Edith, Doris, Mary,
Margaret, etc.) under “Given Names”.
Note: By selecting all, it includes every type
of person who was involved in the war. A
student may choose to select only one type,
but it is recommended to choose “Select
All”

Step 3: Press “Search”

Step 4: Click any of the names, ideally one
with a date of birth and regimental number
beside it.

Step 5: Press the underlined file
beside: “Digitized service File –
PDF format:”

Step 6: Skim through the file and
try and get an understanding of
who the person was. Focus more
on the first few pages (the
attestation papers – forms the
person filled out when enlisting).

Section 4
All poems listed below have been taken from the original version of “Rhymes of a Red Cross Man” by
Robert W. Service.
Service, R. W. (1916). Rhymes of a Red Cross Man. Toronto, ON: William Briggs.
To find more poems from Robert Service, the book is available on the internet archive,
https://archive.org/

